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Industries that are driven by innovation deal with
a multitude of topics: Digitalisation, IoT, cobotics,
automation and smart factories are all challenges that
will drive us to an even greater extent in future.
If we want to keep step with these fast-paced changes,
the packaging and process industry has to be prepared
to adapt and invest in modern technologies in good
time. Packaging is expected to be intelligent, to conserve
resources, to be both recyclable and process-optimised.
Consumers, on the other hand, expect safe, individual
and personalised packaging that provides a strong
brand experience. These are high demands on our
industry.
As the world’s leading trade fair for the packaging industry and the related process industry, we present
needs-based developments and innovations along
the entire value chain. Thanks to our global interpack
alliance network, we are also present in the important
local markets. This allows us to recognise new industry
trends at an early stage and align our events accordingly.
Which in turn benefits you, whether you are an exhibitor
or a visitor.
From day one, our instinct for innovation has characterised
our work. If we are convinced that a topic is relevant
and viable, we give it our full support – sometimes, we
even get involved ourselves. As in the case of SAVE
FOOD. As part of a joint initiative with FAO, the UN
Environment programme and members of politics,
society, economy and the industry, we are creating
the necessary requirements to reduce food loss and
spoilage throughout the world.

Which we will keep up in 2020. Under the heading
“Solutions 4 Tomorrow”, interpack aims to increase
public awareness of this important topic. To achieve
this, we will be offering visitors of the SAVE FOODFestival a weekend full of multifaceted and
entertaining activities to promote food appreciation. The SAVE FOOD-Festival will take place at the
Düsseldorf Rhine Terraces from 8 to 10 May. We will
take our next step to foster public awareness at the
Startup Week in Düsseldorf, which takes place at
the same time as interpack, from 8 to 15 May. This
cooperation allows us to present selected, innovative
green packaging solutions to SAVE FOOD-Festival
visitors. At the same time, interpack’s industry
topics will be represented in the more than 150 talks,
workshops and seminars on the business of the future.
An atmosphere that can inspire you, too.
Speaking of which: At interpack 2020, you can look
forward to an entirely new Hall 1 with a new Eingang
Süd (South Entrance). An architectural flagship with
state-of-the-art technology awaits you.
Welcome Home.
Yours faithfully
BERND JABLONOWSKI
Global Portfolio Director for Processing & Packaging
at Messe Düsseldorf
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170,000
VISITORS

3,000

EXHIBITORS

MATCH
MAKING
7 TRADE FAIR DAYS – THAT MEANS 56 HOURS OR 3,360 MINUTES THAT OUR EXHIBITORS
AND VISITORS CAN SPEND ON MEETING THE MOST IMPORTANT DECISION-MAKERS IN THE
INDUSTRY, CLOSING SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS DEALS AND SEEING THE LATEST INNOVATIONS
THE PACKAGING AND PROCESS INDUSTRY HAVE TO OFFER. EVERY MINUTE COUNTS.

Which is why excellent trade fair preparation and
networking are key. In future, we’re making that even
easier for our guests. At interpack 2020, we believe in
digital networking and are introducing Matchmaking,
our new interpack service and cooperation exchange.
Matchmaking allows exhibitors and visitors to structure
their time at the trade fair in advance and to contact
one another effortlessly, plan meetings more efficiently
and create personal networks. Besides providing an
overview of the industry, the interpack Matchmaking
app offers detailed filter options by target group,
which simplifies the search for potential business
partners and customers. The app also offers support
in distribution activities outside of the trade fair.

And best of all: interpack Matchmaking is a selflearning system. With each click, users enhance their
profiles. Similar to online dating sites, the app compares
interests and search words with user interactions and
offers personalised recommendations. This in turn
means that the software automatically advances each
time users take part in the trade fair.
Tested and approved: A total of 200 exhibitors and
1,850 visitors at our affiliated trade fairs MEDICA and
COMPAMED were extremely pleased with the app
and were able to use the Matchmaking software to
organise 600 successful meetings – excellent opportunities
to make business contacts. Register now:
interpack.com/mma
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R EST R U CT U R ED

THE INTERPACK TEAM CAN HARDLY WAIT FOR THE TRADE FAIR TO START, AND WE ARE NOT
THE ONLY ONES. THE ENTIRE PROCESS AND PACKAGING INDUSTRY IS KEEN TO SEE WHAT’S
NEW AT INTERPACK AND WHAT TOP INNOVATIONS WILL BE ON DISPLAY FOR EXHIBITORS AND
VISITORS ALIKE AT THE WORLD’S LEADING TRADE FAIR FOR THE PROCESS AND PACKAGING
INDUSTRY, WHICH TAKES PLACE FROM 7 TO 13 MAY 2020.

The interpack team planning the layout for
interpack 2020. From left to right: Mara
Thierbach, Katja Tünnissen, Thomas Dohse,
Angelika Spies, Lena-Maria Brümmer
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We spoke to Thomas Dohse, Deputy
Director of interpack, who gave us an
idea of what to expect at interpack 2020,
without giving too much away. After all, as
they say in Germany: anticipation is half
the fun.
What’s new at interpack 2020?
We expect a whole number of new items.
Our almost 3,000 exhibitors are just
like us: they spend three years working
towards interpack, the world’s leading
trade fair for the packaging and process
industry, to present their captivating
innovations to around 170,000 visitors
from all over the world.
The most obvious change concerns our
premises, as you may have already seen
in the first edition of TIGHTLY PACKED
magazine.
We have completed our new Hall 1 and
created a new Eingang Süd (South Entrance),
which will make the stay even more
pleasant and convenient for our customers.
At the same time, we have created stateof-the-art conference rooms that can be
used in parallel to the trade fair. These
investments in our infrastructure all
have the same goal: We want to help our
customers be as successful as possible in
their business.
Will the hall layout differ compared to
2017?
It will. We analysed the event intensely
and are now much more tightly aligned.
Until now, we roughly divided the trade fair
into machines and packaging, whereas we
have now defined different focal points.
For example, we now have areas for
confectionery
and
baked
goods,
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics as well as

Will there be any other changes at the
trade fair centre?
for packaging production, identification
technology and labelling.
We have also combined focal points in the
halls that host packaging technology, for

Yes, we have restructured the packaging
area, which is now located more centrally
around the Haupteingang Nord (Main

example beverages and industrial goods.
This has allowed us to create a structure
that in turn more clearly organises
interpack 2020. After all, we are looking at
an exhibition space that is the equivalent
of 37 football fields, so a clear structure is
a huge benefit for exhibitors and visitors
alike.

North Entrance).
We have also connected this area to the
newly combined segment for packaging
production, packaging printing, converting,
labelling and identification technology in
Halls 8a and 8b. Exhibitors in this area
have now found a new home that visitors
can access centrally.

How will visitors benefit from the new
structure?
Our studies have shown that visitors no longer spend four to five days at the trade fair.
Instead, they spend one, maybe two days.
One reason is that visitors increasingly
hold top management positions and
directly influence purchasing decisions.
They want to see the relevant exhibitors
in a relatively short time when they visit
interpack.
In that sense, a focussed hall layout has
the unbeatable benefit of not having to
walk across the entire trade fair centre.
Instead, visitors can go straight to the
areas they want to see.
And our exhibitors benefit because
they can easily be found despite being
surrounded by their competition. So far,
the response to our restructuring has
been extremely positive and confirms our
approach.
As further support, we have also introduced
our new Matchmaking software that allows
exhibitors and visitors to arrange meetings
in advance.

„WE ARE LOOKING AT AN EXHIBITION SPACE OF AROUND 37 FOOTBALL
FIELDS, SO A CLEAR STRUCTURE IS A
HUGE BENEFIT FOR EXHIBITORS AND
VISITORS ALIKE..“
Thomas Dohse, Deputy Director @ interpack
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„THE TRADE FAIR CENTRE’S NEW
STRUCTURE WITH A STRONGER
FOCUS ON TOPICS MAKES PLANNING
A TRADE FAIR VISIT EASIER THAN
EVER FOR OUR PARTICIPANTS.“
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Processes and machinery
for the packaging of food,
beverages, consumer goods
and industrial goods
Processes and machinery
for the packaging of
confectionery and bakery
Processes and machinery
for the packaging of
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics
Machinery for labelling and
marking technology, packaging
production, integrated
packaging printing

P5
South
Süd

Packaging materials and
packaging means
components

interpack.com/floorplan
interpack.com/floorplan
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SMART
PACKA GING
SMART SUITS, SMART, REMOTE-CONTROLLED HOME ELECTRONICS,
SMART CARS, SMART PACKAGING. NOWADAYS, WE EXPECT ALL
AND SUNDER TO BE SMART.
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Active packaging

Smart means clever, smart means cool,
smart means modern. But the word smart
originally had a quite different meaning.
In Old English, smoertan means “to be
painful”. And that’s something nobody
really wants.
Instead, we all want to make our lives
easier – and smart technologies in turn
achieve that quite marvellously. Take
smart packaging, for example, or, to put
it differently: packaging with added value.
There are a lot of good ideas out there,
but not all of them have made it to the
market. This is because, at the moment,
these technologies are associated with
extremely high costs. This is certain to
change in future, as smart packaging has
tremendous potential. With the introduction
of automated logistic processes, the
Internet of Things in particular could offer
numerous opportunities for intelligent
packaging.
Track and trace systems already allow
users to track packaging in the logistics
chain in real time. Smart packaging
solutions can expand these possibilities
and break them down to the level of
individual products.
Smart packaging can basically be divided
into two different types: Active and intelligent
packaging.

In active packaging, substances affect the
packaged content. They either remove
from or add to the product, depending on
the requirements. The active substances
are either directly integrated into the
packaging or are enclosed in it. They can
regulate the humidity and oxygen content
in the packaging, which in turn reduces
the development of germs and can
also prevent unsightly and unpleasant
discolourations and odours, whilst at the
same time extending the product’s shelflife.
This is because the metabolism of fresh
fruit and vegetables doesn’t stop once
they have been harvested. As a result of
this respiration, they ripen and ferment – a
process that is accelerated by the ripening
gas ethylene. Some fruits ferment more
quickly than others. This in turn means
that the active substances in the packaging
have to be selected accordingly.
Current times, in which a third of all edible
foods are lost or wasted worldwide,
demand that everyone involved, from food
manufacturers and packers to traders,
advance the development of packaging
technologies and use these to improve
the shelf-life and safety of food whilst
preventing food loss and spoilage.
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BROCCOLI + 49 DAYS
CAULIFLOWER: + 25 DAYS
ICEBERG LETTUCE + 21 DAYS
OKRA + 27 DAYS
GREEN CHILLI PEPPERS + 30 DAYS
500 times as good
Active packaging originated in the midseventies. Back then, a Japanese patent
was registered for an oxygen-absorbing
cushion that was to be enclosed in the
packaging, a similar form of which is still
used in meat and fruit packaging today.
At universities and scientific institutions,
numerous new research projects are
dedicated to this promising topic.
The USA, for example, developed packaging
made of the milk protein casein in 2016.
By nature, casein has a strong oxygen
barrier. When made into a thin foil, casein
can block oxygen up to 500 times more
efficiently than conventional, mineral
oil-based foils. It is also edible and biodegradable.
Another typical example for the application
of active packaging are screw caps with
integrated oxygen absorbers on beer
bottles. These can increase shelf-life from
three to six months.

TOMATOES + 25 DAYS
STRING BEANS + 25 DAYS
PUMPKIN + 20 – 25 DAYS
ZUCCHINI + 25 DAYS
CORIANDER + 15 DAYS
SPINACH + 13 DAYS
LEMONS + 30 DAYS
AUBERGINES + 15 DAYS
POMEGRANATES 90 DAYS
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Intelligent packaging
Welcome to the era of connectivity. Hardly
anyone leaves the house without their
smartphone any more. Digitalisation has
arrived in every social and almost every
age group. More and more initiatives are
being established that aim to get people
over 65 online. And that is necessary, as
products and packaging are increasingly
being digitalised and will create a bridge
between the real world of manufacturers,
consumers and distributors on the one
hand, and the digital world with its social
media channels on the other.
For one thing, intelligent packaging is
only intelligent because it provides added
value that goes beyond its original job of
protecting products. Which basically
happens by communicating with the
outside world. This in turn redefines
packaging and turns it into an individual
and personal communications tool.
You need to cool down!
One added value is the ability to monitor
the packaged content, for example.
Indicators and sensors in or on the
packaging can provide precise information
in real time on the freshness of foods, the
temperature inside the packaging as well
as the impermeability of the packaging.
Changing colours and numerical data can
then serve as indicators for distributors
and consumers on whether mandatory,
regulatory limits have been exceeded or if
the cooling chain has been broken.

In cases like these, the goods can be taken
out of circulation in time or can alternatively
be put on sale earlier than planned if their
shelf-life has been reduced.
Measures like this provide a benefit to
consumers, who can be sure that they
have purchased inspected and certified
goods, and they also benefit the distributors, who in turn can use clever storage
and sales measures to prevent financial
losses due to spoiled products that have
to be disposed of. In addition, diagnostic
and indicative functions in intelligent
packaging contribute to preventing food
losses, as foods no longer spoil needlessly
on the shelves. This is in turn completes
the cycle and brings us back to active
packaging.
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Bridging the gap
Intelligent packaging that uses augmented reality applications, NFC or RFID
technology, speakers and displays adds a
completely different value.
Medicine packaging, for example, could
sound a loud alarm if a tablet is not taken
at the prescribed time, and notify doctors
in an emergency. Special NFC readers
and apps can read the tiny writing on the
medicine’s patient information leaflet and
take orders for new medicine at the same
time.
The term “extended packaging” refers to intelligent packaging that provides additional
information on the product that does not
fit on the packaging’s surface due to the
limited available space but would still add
significant value for the user. Information
on the origin and manufacturing conditions
of the product or its content are some
examples of this. They can be scanned
via barcode or read out via RFID using a
smart device.

Intelligent technology has an important
market value when it comes to logistics
and marketing. Sensors can inform users
when packaging has been opened and
let them know at what point of the supply chain the package is currently located.
This allows users to steer marketing
campaigns at the POS in an even more
targeted manner. Thanks to augmented
reality technology, users can dive into
virtual worlds, take tours, join games,
listen to stories and enter competitions.
We expect the possibilities that augmented reality has to offer future packaging to
be impressive and add a completely new
dimension to today’s packaging.

interpack.com/smartpackaging

POSITIVE IMPACT
O F PA C K A G I N G

MARKET
SOURCE: INDUSTRYRESEARCH.CO
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DURABILITY
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SOURCE: TNS-INFRATEST, 2017

44.39 BILLION USD IN 2024
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S I N C E
B R E A D !

Bread, cakes and other baked goods spoil
easily and are extremely sensitive to light
and oxygen. Preventing microbial spoilage
and ensuring that baked goods stay
fresh for a long period of time requires
a high standard of hygiene and modern
packaging concepts that cater to the
products’ different requirements.
Bread keeps best when left in its original
packaging. It is therefore important to put
bread back into its packaging as quickly
as possible after use and to keep it tightly
sealed.
In the baked goods industry, modified
atmosphere packaging (MAP) has
particularly proven its worth, as it extends
the shelf-life of bakery products.
During the packaging process of these
sensitive goods, the natural ambient air
in the packaging is replaced with a gas
mixture of carbon (CO2) and nitrogen
(N2). The required mixing ratio depends
on the respective product. Moist baked
goods such as fruit cake, for example,
have to be protected against drying
out, whilst dry baked goods such as
biscuits need protecting against humidity.
Baked goods with a high fat content
that are susceptible to microbial spoilage,
on the other hand, require protecting
against oxygen.

60 DAYS

CAKES PACKED USING MAP:

20 DAYS

PACKED USING M AP:

BAKED GOODS CAN EVEN STAY FRESH FOR UP TO 60 DAYS.

PRE- BAKED BREAD

HAS EXPIRED. IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING (MAP),

UP TO 56 DAYS

UP TO EIGHT WEEKS AND IS GENERALLY STILL EDIBLE ONCE THE SELL-BY DATE

M ANUFACTURED BREAD:

PACKAGED, INDUSTRIALLY MANUFACTURED BREAD USUALLY HAS A SHELF-LIFE OF

PACKAGED INDUST RIAL LY

interpack.com/tp-bakery
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SOLUTIONS 4
TOMORROW

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

Our world needs visionary ideas and ingenuity
in order to provide suitable solutions to meet
the challenges we currently face: climate
change, malnourishment and hunger,
population growth, demographic changes
and migration into the cities as well as
the increasing consumer demands on
digitalisation, automation and convenience.
We all have to start living, consuming and
producing more sustainably if we are to use
the Earth’s existing resources as efficiently
as possible. To bring us all closer to this
goal, Messe Düsseldorf joined forces with

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

FAO and the UN Environment programme
and created the SAVE FOOD initiative. This
alliance has a concrete goal: To create the
necessary requirements to reduce global
food loss and spoilage in cooperation
with politics, society, economy and the
industry. In the last years, the initiative
has successfully implemented numerous
projects.

Startup Week Düsseldorf

In order to raise more public awareness for

Our streets are paved with ideas – you just

for this important topic, a huge SAVE FOODFestival that covers numerous aspects and
includes entertaining activities will take
place in Düsseldorf during interpack 2020.

have to start somewhere. Which is exactly
what interpack 2020 is doing: with the
SAVE FOOD-Festival as well as the Startup
Week Düsseldorf. Why? Because the
packaging and process industry benefits
from the creative and brave pioneers in
the start-up scene.

Throughout the trade fair weekend
from 8 to 10 May 2020, festival visitors
can find out how to store and package
foods optimally, how to process leftovers
effectively and how their own consumer
behaviour influences the overall situation,
all in a relaxed atmosphere.
And, as a very special feature, companies
– including selected start-ups – will
present their innovative green packaging
solutions to the public for the very first
time on Düsseldorf’s Rhine Terraces in
the city centre. Interested visitors can
also look forward to informative expert
talks at the SAVE FOOD-conference,
which takes place in parallel, as well as
the accompanying art exhibition that
continues the theme.

8 TO 10 MAY 2020

For the new cooperation with interpack,
the 5th Startup Week was moved to
coincide with interpack. The Startup Week
has over 100 organisers and hosts more
than 130 informative and captivating
events for more than 5,500 visitors.
From 8 to 15 May 2020, interested visitors
can stop by the various locations that are
distributed throughout the city and find
out what defines a promising business
model, how design thinking can help a
company advance and how to recruit and
motivate employees and co-founders. In
addition, the Startup Week proves that
artificial intelligence, robotics, digital twins
and circular economy are not just abstract
catch phrases, but have already become
reality in numerous applications in the
packaging and process world.

8 to 15 May 2020
interpack.com/suw

8 to 10 May 2020
save-food.org

THE HEALTH MEGATREND HAS LONG REACHED THE BEVERAGE INDUSTRY,
AND WITH IT THE RELATED PACKAGING AND PROCESS SECTOR. WHAT
STARTED AS A SMOOTHIE TREND HAS NOW ARRIVED AT HIGHLY COMPLEX, FUNCTIONAL BEVERAGES WITH MODERN INGREDIENTS.

On shelves in supermarkets and cash-and-

G R E E N,
G R E E N E R,
H E A LT H Y

carries around the world, these beverages
stand side by side in neat rows, waiting to
do thirsty souls some good. They come
enriched with guarana, medicinal herbs
and cannabis – and these functional
drinks in their bottles and cans are popular
among consumers; for a quick kick or for
relaxation, as a daily source of vitamins or
to aid in health problems.
Even though consumer organisations
repeatedly criticise functional foods and
beverages due to the too many or too few
active ingredients they contain, customers
still happily reach for these ready-to-drink
beverages. For them, the main focus is
how good it feels to know they are doing
their body good.
This also explains the continuing growth
in this segment. Between 2019 and 2024,
the sector expects an average annual
growth of more than 8.6 percent. Sport
and energy drinks are particularly popular,
as are health drinks, such as ready-togo teas. The diversity of products on the
market is increasing, as is the competition
for Pepsi and Coca-Cola, companies that
previously dominated as providers of
functional beverages.
Interpack.com/tp-beverages
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GNIGAKCAP
UNBOXING IS A BIT LIKE PACKAGING – JUST THE OTHER
WAY AROUND. AND IT’S ALSO A HUGE YOUTUBE TREND
THAT CAN MAKE A LOT OF MONEY.

When packaging is the real star. We have to admit,
there are thrilling and less than thrilling unboxing
videos. And there are definitely some that have you
scrolling down the menu to avoid boring, monotonous
commentary that drags out for hours. The purpose
of the whole thing is quickly apparent: It’s all about
product advertising.
Unboxing has turned into a trend that companies
and YouTubers alike are happy to cater to and that
at the same time lifts packaging into the spotlight.
The unboxing movement started with technology
products. Now, a quick online search yields six-yearolds presenting toy packaging and C and D-listers
presenting cosmetic packaging. This is earning
some of them millions, and people are already
demanding bans for kids on YouTube in light of child
protection.
Packaging pays off. Online shops have also recognised
the value of packaging and factor in the unboxing effect
when it comes to shipping and product packaging.
To stage the perfect overall experience, packaging
includes personal letters, colour-coordinated brand
and material designs, premium tissue paper, elegant
labels and even scents. Because if the packaging is
harmonious and appealing, orders and turnover often
also increase; especially if you manage to get your
product and packaging to star in a famous YouTuber’s
unboxing video.

interpack.com/tp-non-food
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Someone who has just laid down a five
to nine figure amount for a luxury yacht
wants to be very sure that their investment
will reach them in one piece. Which is why
a lot of shipyards, traders and shipping
companies offer special packaging for
boats that protect these expensive goods
during storage and transport against dirt
and stone impact as well as theft.

A
S A F E
C O C O O N

Especially when it comes to large and
sensitive items such as boats and yachts,
transport – whether by land or by sea –
requires particular care. Accordingly,
the right packaging is important, as are
additional safety measures such as tension
belts, storage frames, edge protectors and
cradles. In addition, sufficient protection
against abrasion has to be provided.

BOATS AND YACHTS BELONG ON WATER. AS A RULE, THIS IS TRUE, BUT NOT ALWAYS.
BECAUSE IN MANY REGIONS AROUND THE WORLD, TRANSPORT ROUTES LEAD ACROSS
DRY LAND. TO MAKE SURE THE WATERCRAFTS ARE PROTECTED AGAINST DIRT, DAMAGE

Source: https://www.vermoegenmagazin.de/teuerste-luxusyachten-der-welt/

AND THEFT, THEY ARE GIVEN A SECOND SKIN MADE OUT OF FOIL.

HOW MUCH DO THE

240 000 000 €

Al Said Mega

MOST EXPENSIVE

250 000 000 €

The Rising Sun

L U X U R Y YA C H T S I N

270 000 000 €

„A“

THE WORLD COST?

325 000 000 €

Dubai

400 000 000 €

„SY A“

420 000 000 €

Topaz

450 000 000 €

Dilbar

500 000 000 €

Serene

530 000 000 €

Azzam – The world’s largest yacht

850 000 000 €

Eclipse – The most expensive yacht in
the world

Industrial packaging such as LDPE
shrink film offer several advantages
over bulky tarpaulins. They offer snug
coverage, are water-resistant, more
resistant to tears and more flexible
in their use. In addition, they offer
protection against slight impact. The
shrink film is available as side-folded
film, heat-shrinkable tubular film, flat
film, centre-folded heat-shrinkable film
as well as pre-confectioned shrink film
hoods.
These resistant and durable films that
come with and without UV absorbers are
also popular with shipping companies

that take their yachts to international
exhibitions. The films, which are usually
white, save them time and effort. The
boats are simply unpacked at the
destination and do not need additional
cleaning before the trade fair starts. The
film can also be reused several times
and keeps boats warm when it is cold. In
high temperatures boats dry quickly and
are kept cool.
Dockyards, shipping companies and
owners also use shrink film to cover
their yachts and boats in winter. Valves
integrated into the system ensure that
sufficient ventilation is provided, even over
long storage periods.

interpack.com/tp-industrialgoods

BOOT DÜSSELDORF
2020
Spread out across 220,000 m² of exhibition
space in 17 trade fair halls with 19 theme
worlds, boot Düsseldorf, the world’s leading
watersports trade fair, presents every aspect
of the world of watersports to visitors and
exhibitors alike.

18 TO 26 JANUARY 2020,
MESSE DÜSSELDORF
boot.com
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L I F E

WE ARE ALL SURROUNDED BY PACKAGING. SOME OF US MORE,
SOME OF US LESS – ON PURPOSE. BUT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO AVOID
PACKAGING ALL TOGETHER? EVEN IF WE SHOP FOR OUR DAILY
GROCERIES AT WHAT ARE KNOWN AS ZERO-PACKAGING SHOPS.

W I T H O U T
P A C K A G I N G ?

40
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DO WE USE TOO MUCH PACKAGING?
Packaging protects our products. It protects food from

B: We do. Here in Europe, we just have too much of a

not denying that. But: There are good alternatives to

spoiling and improves their shelf-lives. It saves foods that

good thing. In Germany, the use of plastic packaging

single-use to go coffee cups. We don’t need single-use

could otherwise not be processed during harvest and

has increased by three quarters in just 15 years. And

packaging like that.

would therefore never reach the stores. It protects all

we accrue more packaging waste than any other EU

AdK: Why don‘t we need single-use packaging? Do

types of consumer goods during transport and provides

state: 220 kilograms annually per person. Which clearly

you mean from an ecological point of view? Because

information on and instructions on there use.

shows that we produce too much packaging waste. Our

life cycle assessments sometimes yield results that are

resources are finite, our high consumption affects the

quite surprising, even for experts. Sandwiches are one

Ecological economist Dr. Marina Beermann is responsible

environment and climate. We can’t go on like this. We

such example: ifeu carried out a life cycle assessment

for the partnership between the World Wildlife Foundation

use too much in too many areas.. That’s why we have to

comparing conventional, reusable plastic lunch boxes to

(WWF) and Edeka at the nature conservation organisation

handle the resources we do have wisely.

wrapping sandwiches in aluminium foil and found that the

and aims to make the food retailer more sustainable. On

AdK: The point is, we are not recycling packaging well

latter is at least on par with the former due to the lower

the other side of the table: Guido Aufdemkamp, Execu-

enough. The conventional waste hierarchy starts with

material expenditure.

tive Director of the Flexible Packaging Europe Association

prevention, followed by reuse, then recycling, then energy

B: Our goals are clear. To prevent packaging, reduce

(FPE), who prefers to respond to emotional debates on

utilisation, and ends at the landfill.

packaging, to reuse, recycle. A lot of packaging is, first

packaging with facts and figures.

At the moment, we see Europe focussing more and more

and foremost, unnecessary. There are a lot of single-

on the recyclability of packaging, whilst every other part

use products and packaging that we can actually do

of the hierarchy – including prevention – falls through the

quite well without, as there are simple alternatives. Of

cracks completely. If we use packaging, we need to use it

course not every recycling system is automatically more

as resource-efficiently as possible to ensure that we have

advantageous, and it would also be wrong to claim

less waste at the end of the day. And we need to address

that reusable systems are always better. This is an

waste more intensively, as well. We lack a sensible and

extremely complex topic, especially in the field of

efficient waste management industry.

packaging, and requires careful consideration on a
case-by-case basis.

WHEN DOES PACKAGING MAKE SENSE? AND WHEN

If we start by changing our point of view and focusing on

DOESN’T IT?

how to avoid waste, we can recognise a huge potential
for more sustainability. We can recognise opportunities to

B: Some foods come equipped with packaging by nature.

pack things differently, without impairing or endangering

Giving them a second and third layer of packaging just

functionality,

doesn’t make sense.

functions. In a lot of cases, we have seen that we can

AdK: Packaging does make sense. Take cucumbers, for

take a different approach to solving things. Organic fruit

example. Packing cucumbers in foil extends their shelf-life

and vegetables are a concrete example. For a long time,

from three to fourteen days on average. Food loss among

they were packed in foil expressly to distinguish them from

cucumbers that are not packed in foil has increased from

conventional goods. Now, manufacturers have started

five to ten percent in stores, according to experts at the

using laser engraving, which saves additional packaging.

consulting company denkstatt.

AdK: But only as much packaging as is needed –

B: But cucumbers are mainly shrink-wrapped because

packaging is always designed like that. Because material

they are normally not harvested on a field nearby and have

and complexity costs money. And that isn’t spent if it isn’t

to weather a long transport. That’s why we need to focus

necessary. Unless, of course, it could add value outside of

on packaging as such on the one hand, and on optimising

our ecological context. For example in marketing, product

logistic flows on the other.

protection or transportation.

product

protection

and

informational

B: I would say instead that if something is always available,
ARE TO GO COFFEE CUPS SYMBOLIC OF OUR

then people will use it. These are unnecessary offers that

PACKAGING PROBLEM?

are tempting, but don’t actually serve a purpose.
AdK: A forced limitation of the offer, on the other hand,

B: Packaging needs to fulfil a meaningful functionality.

would massively impact the manufacturer’s, trade’s and

And some packaging does make sense, of course. I’m

consumers’ freedom of choice.

GUIDO AUFDEMKAMP

“IF THE REUSABLE
SOLUTION IS BETTER, WE
SHOULD DEFINITELY USE
IT. BUT ONLY IF IT REALLY
IS BETTER.”
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problem. Which is why we need to get to the heart of the

DR. MARINA BEERMANN

“SOME FOODS COME
EQUIPPED WITH PACKAGING
BY NATURE. GIVING THEM A
SECOND AND THIRD LAYER
OF PACKAGING JUST DOESN’T
MAKE SENSE.”

matter – to create pressure to act.

This has severe consequences for the lives of many

AdK: Packaging is being unfairly emotionalised. Having

people and for their livelihood. And for nature as well:

said that, the fact that it is emotionalised does contribute

More than 14,000 species are already endangered due to

B: A third of the foods produced around the world do

quite valuably to realising the core problem, namely

plastic waste. Fishes, whales, birds, sea turtles and many

end up as waste. Of course, packaging has a protective

the consequences of climate change. If we stop using

other species are hurt by or die painful deaths due to

function for foods. But many developing countries need

packaging or only use optimised packaging, we won’t

plastic waste. The entire question of microplastics worries

completely other things: They need roads instead of

stop climate change. But it would be a contribution, and

me very much, as well. We don’t have a solution for that.

unpaved dirt tracks to be able to transport foods more

if that leads to raised awareness, to more ecological and

We don’t have a magic ball or a huge space vacuum

quickly and efficiently. They lack cooling houses. These

sustainable consumption and behaviour, then that’s a

cleaner that can just suck up the microplastic particles.

are the problems. And we shouldn’t make the mistake

good thing. If, however, packaging is expected to be the

Measurements have shown that farmland in some regions

of transferring problems that are rooted in our consumer

scapegoat for all evils, that would be too much.

has a microplastic contamination of up to 23 to 24 times

comfort, for example. That is not in the interest of our

higher than the world’s oceans.

planet.

ARE PLASTICS ALONE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS

Every human being has an average intake of about five

AdK: Throwing away bacon because it’s past its sell-by

DILEMMA?

grams of microplastics per week. That’s the same as

date isn’t in the interest of our planet, either. On the one

eating a credit card every week. We can’t avoid this intake.

hand, we’re throwing the packaging away needlessly, but

B: Strictly speaking, we don’t have a plastics problem, we

Depending on where we live, what we eat, etc., every one

what is worse, we’re throwing the bacon away as well.

have a packaging problem. Due to the booming online

of us takes in microplastics via the air, our drinking water

That’s why I think that we need to look at the combination

trade, paper and carton consumption increased by 540

and our food. That’s what makes it so difficult to protect

of content and packaging.

percent between 1996 and 2015. And replacing plastic

ourselves.

packaging with bioplastics and paper/cartons doesn’t

AdK: But packaging is not necessarily the main originator

HOW MUCH RESPONSIBILITY LIES WITH THE

necessarily mean a relief from an ecological point of view.

of microplastics. They are mainly caused by rubber tires,

COMPANIES AND RETAIL TRADE?

It can also be counterproductive in parts.

clothing, fertiliser, etc. Let us put this complex, separate

AdK: In general, I agree with that. But: I don’t see that we

subject aside for the time being and take a look at plastic

B: There’s a reason why the word “responsibility” contains

have a packaging problem, we have a waste management

waste in the oceans, of which there is doubtlessly too

the word “response”. We need to find answers to societal

problem or, to put it differently, a problem in coping with

much. We don’t even have to look to South-East Asia,

challenges.

the respective challenges.

it starts right here in Europe, where not all packaging is

It’s a classic case of the chicken and the egg. Who’s to

collected.

blame? Does the consumer make demands and the market

NGOs are calling for more packaging to be recycled. But

just responds? Or do companies tempt customers and

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PACKAGING WASTE?

to do so, we would first have to collect everything and
AdK: The entire supply chain is responsible. Including

sort it is as best we can. Economic recycling requires

ourselves, the consumers, of course.

the necessary volumes. Some cases will always have

B: If a product is expensive, we think good and hard about

technical, ecological and economical boundaries that

how much of it we need. This is a mechanism that bears

prevent reasonable recycling. In these cases, thermal

taking a closer look at, in addition to how one material

recycling is a good alternative and certainly better than

can have such an exponential success story. Of course,

simply throwing the material away. At the moment, there

packaging materials often offer a lot of advantages. And

have also been a lot of developments in the field of

IS THE TOPIC OF PACKAGING WASTE DRAMATISED

talking about packaging waste in that context is not quite

chemical recycling.

IN PUBLIC?

right. Packaging contains recyclable materials, not waste.
AdK: Products are always the sum of content and

TOO MUCH PACKAGING IN THE OCEANS – TOO

B: The fundamental problem lies elsewhere and has a

packaging. And we don’t care about packaging as long

LITTLE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES?

lot to do with human nature. We tend to not change our

as it fulfils its function. It only bothers us at the end of

behaviour until we realise that we ourselves are affected.

the process, when we’re left with it. I fully agree with the

AdK: Yes. In what is known as the advanced countries,

Ultimately, we consumers have contributed a lot to the

statement that used packaging isn’t waste but a resource.

food loss occurs among consumers, whilst food loss

current situation. We have to face the fact that plastic is

in developing countries is more likely to occur prior to

now all over our planet: in oceans, rivers, in the soil, the

POLLUTED OCEANS AND PACKAGING – ARE THEY

processing. This is because logistics are not ideal, there

ice – and even in our food and the air we breathe, in the

CONNECTED?

is a lack of processing options, etc. This also includes
the fact that possibly, they are not using the appropriate

form of tiny particles of microplastics. And there has been
a significant increase in paper packaging, too, which is

B: Plastic waste is a huge problem for our seas: Every

not necessarily any more sustainable.. This is an urgent

minute, a truckload of plastic waste floods our oceans.

packaging. Or maybe not even any.
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IS REUSABLE PACKAGING MORE ECOLOGICAL?

WHAT COULD A GLOBAL SOLUTION LOOK LIKE?

create needs and should therefore be held accountable?

B: When it comes to the question “to reuse or not to

B: In Germany, we have a system that would basically

Hardly any supermarkets have service counters any more.

reuse”, durability is the decisive factor. That means: How

be a good example. We pay to ensure that disposal is

That means that products have to be pre-packed – to

often will I use this product? We need to ask this question

secured. Financing opportunities and structures that allow

meet every requirement. As a result, four slices of cheese

of all products. Textiles are a good example. If I am only

this need to be created outside of Germany as well. If a

are packed for single households, with a family pack for,

going to wear a jacket once and then throw it away, it

multinational group ships its packaging out into the world,

yes, families. The whole to-go culture and eating outside

doesn’t make a difference whether the jacket is made of

then they are responsible for that packaging.

of our homes has not simplified the issue.

organic cotton or polyester. In textiles, the duration of use

AdK: With the EPR systems throughout Europe,

Trade has to provide offers so that people realise there are

makes up a third of the life cycle assessment, in other

companies have already assumed what is known as

solutions, like recycling systems. At the end of the day, this

words, how often I use it, how often I wash it, at what

the extended producer responsibility. The license fees

needs to result in a change in consumer behaviour. But

temperature and with which agents, etc.

are passed on to the consumers in full, or at least a

companies cannot shirk their responsibility.

AdK: If the reusable solution is better, we should definitely

large share. Aiming to achieve low license fees and cost

AdK: We have initiated an extremely successful project

use it. But only if it really is better.

structures whilst expecting that the system runs perfectly

in the field of flexible packaging with CEFLEX. This
type of packaging requires less resources as it has a

WHAT

ROLE

lower material input. However, this does make it more

DISCUSSION?

DOES

POLITICS

PLAY

IN

THIS

just won’t work. No system – and certainly no reasonable

“We need to handle our resources

waste management system – pays for itself. They have to

wisely”

be financed somehow. And the same applies here as it
does to a lot of other things: at the end of the day, these

Dr. Marina Beermann, Environmental

CEFLEX, from material manufacturers to refiners, branded

B: We promote an international, legally binding agreement

costs will be a part of the final price for the consumers,

Economist and Head of the WWF-

companies and retail trade to recyclers, and they all aim

in which states commit to no longer carrying plastic

and that’s just the way it is.

Edeka partnership, working on behalf

to optimise flexible packaging for the recycling economy.

waste into the oceans. This agreement should also

difficult to recycle. The entire supply chain is involved in

focus on supporting developing countries in setting up a

of the nature protection organisation
CAN WE LIVE WITHOUT PACKAGING?

waste infrastructure. Because plastic is mainly carried
over land to the rivers, which in turn carry it into the seas.

B: If we start purchasing more regional products, we can

This mainly happens in countries in which collecting

achieve a lot more. Some supermarkets already get their

and recycling waste doesn’t really work. One focal point

apples straight from the apple tree in reusable boxes.

here are the countries in Southeast Asia. In our country,

This is a reusable type of transport packaging. Which is

politics needs to ensure that we produce non-toxic

common practice for milk products. And clothing also

and food compatible recyclates out of post-consumer

comes without packaging.

waste.

AdK: Without transport packaging, products cannot

AdK: And only very few recyclates meet these

reach retailers. And in supermarkets, flexible packaging,

requirements at the moment. Besides PET, we are faced

for example, contributes significantly to preventing food

with the problem that official permits often don’t allow the

loss and ensures customers are provided with a resource-

use of a recyclate share in food packaging due to capacity

efficient and affordable food supply. I find it hard to

constraints. This is another dilemma: provisions are being

imagine product protection that does without packaging

decided on the one hand, and on the other, authorities

whilst still complying with hygiene provisions.

are not being equipped accordingly so that they can
implement the provisions in practice.

“Packaging is being unfairly
emotionalised”
Guido Aufdemkamp, Executive
Director of the Flexible
Packaging Europe (FPE), a
European association

B: We understand effective resource management to

LIFE WITHOUT PACKAGING? CONFERENCE @ INTERPACK 2020

mean that materials and resources are conserved wisely.

Tuesday, 12 May 2020, 10:30 a.m. to 16:15 p.m.

Which means that products need a completely different

Conference price incl. one-day ticket to interpack: €299

design. Before a product is brought to market, we need

Ticket proceeds will be donated to the SAVE FOOD initiative.

to think about how it should be designed in order to meet
the requirements for returning to the cycle at the end of
its service life.
Read the entire interview online:
interpack.com/lwop
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GOOD
PA C K A G I N G
OWING TO THE GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY DEBATE AND CONSUMERS’ DESIRE
FOR HEALTHY, SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS, PACKAGING HAS NOW BECOME THE
FOCUS OF MORE ATTENTION THAN EVER BEFORE. THIS CAN BENEFIT BOTH
TRADE AND INDUSTRY. THE ANSWER LIES IN NEW PACKAGING TYPES, E.G.

Making one out of three — This is one way of
interpreting the statement presented by the Lush
shampoo bar. What is meant here is not, for instance,
the one product for shampoo, conditioner, and setting
lotion, but the fact that the compressed shampoo bar
purchased in a sustainable cork pot yields as much
as three plastic bottles each containing 250 ml of
liquid shampoo. By introducing cork as a zero waste
alternative, the British cosmetics company is pursuing
the trend of new, sustainable packaging types.

THE CORK POT FROM THE COSMETICS BRAND LUSH.
The natural materials used for the shampoo packaging
are hand harvested from Portuguese cork oaks, which
absorb up to 5% of the country’s carbon dioxide
emissions. For every cork pot sold, Lush donates five
euros to local suppliers, helping them in their efforts
to preserve the environment. In the summer of 2018
and 2019, the cork for the cork pot was transported
on a traditional sailing ship. As a consequence, the
Carbon Trust certified this packaging as a carbon
neutral product.
Lush is not alone in its endeavours to reduce its
own CO2 footprint. There are many alternatives to
conventional packaging: recycled PET, biodegradable
materials, self dissolving films, and edible wrapping.
When launching and refining their products,
companies are focusing more and more on the
sustainable and social aspects, and no longer make
their decisions based on price only.
Commitment to sustainability pays off. Aware
consumers are no longer swayed in their decision to
buy by the merits of the product itself. To a far greater
degree, they focus on and are ultimately convinced by
the whole process stream of manufacture, transport,
packaging, and disposal.
interpack.com/tp-cosmetic

Regenerative packaging: Cork packaging
units are reusable and compostable.
The potential sustainability of packaging
is demonstrated by many examples.
The Lush shampoo bar in the reusable
and compostable carbon neutral cork pot
saves up to three plastic bottles of liquid
shampoo.
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“sweetie
weetie
When packaging says more than a thousand
words.

you are
WHEN SWEETS WHISPER SWEET NOTHINGS, NONE OF US CAN RESIST. A BOX OF CHOCOLATES AS
A DECLARATION OF LOVE, M&MS ESPECIALLY FOR GENIUSES, CHOCOLATE BARS FOR THE WORLD’S
BEST GRANDMA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED CONFECTIONERY PACKAGING IS EXTREMELY TRENDY –
AND NOT JUST ON VALENTINE’S DAY.

You are my sweetheart. I love you. Get
well soon, darling. Words that used to be
written in an accompanying card are now
often printed straight onto the packaging.
Thanks to apps and digital printing,
customers can quickly and easily turn
every package into an individual message.
But the packaging design is not the only
thing that’s unique: the content is, too.
White chocolate lovers can put their own
box of white chocolate treats together
online, whilst people with nut allergies
can select their own assortment of nutfree goodies. A production programme
that is fully-automatically controlled does
the work. A robot selects the individual
mixture and assembles the packaging
ready for shipping. And all of this happens
without lifting a single human finger.
For confectionery manufacturers and
packaging companies, the catchphrase
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here is digital interconnectivity. Meeting
the consumer demand for unique
products whilst at the same time remaining
competitive calls for flexible equipment.
Modular systems and Industry 4.0
solutions add highest efficiency to the
production and packaging process – even
when smaller batches and fast format
changes are involved. Well-thought out
equipment that includes self-diagnostics,
automated troubleshooting and cleaning
simultaneously ensures high safety and
hygiene standards when producing and
packing confectionery.
Sweet prospects for the confectionery
industry
By 2021, global demand is expected
to increase by 4.6 percent per year.
Which means that small and midsized companies also need to position
themselves in a more open and
interconnected manner and prepare
to start their path to fully-automated
production and the smart factory in time.

interpack.com/tp-sweets

one of a kind”
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C E N T E N A R I A N
AS A RESULT OF IMPROVED LIVING CONDITIONS, GLOBAL LIFE EXPECTANCY HAS
INCREASED. IN ORDER TO MEET THE CHANGED REQUIREMENTS OF OLDER PEOPLE,
SOCIETAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES HAVE TO FOLLOW.

C L U B

RUBRIK

RUBRIK

T H E
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21 GRANDCHILDREN
23 GREATGRANDCHILDREN
3 GREAT-GREATGRANDCHILDREN
BORN ON 30 JULY 1911
ZOILA DONATILA ALIAGAMELENDEZ VDA. DE ROMAN
LIMA, PERU
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Getting old is not for the faint of heart. This is
something older people often say when life
presents them with challenges. Because
their bodies no longer do what their minds
tell them to, or because everyday things
that were so easy in younger years are
now suddenly hard. Some might find that
they can no longer open screw tops on
jars, whilst others struggle with the writing
on the patient information leaflet to their
blood pressure medicine that is too small
to read the dosage. Older generations
need help with issues like these – but they
don’t always want to have to rely on other
people. This requires a change in the way
we think. Our society has to adjust to more
and more people reaching increasingly old
ages, and these adjustments are required
in all areas.
DOUBLE THE LIFE EXPECTANCY

BORN ON 19 SEPTEMBER 1914, LUCIEN HANOUN
VITRY-SUR-SEINE, DÉPARTEMENT VAL-DE-MARNE, FRANCE

WHEN EYESIGHT AND DEXTERITY DECREASE, CONVENIENCE
PACKAGING THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO MEET THE SPECIFIC
NEEDS OF SENIOR CITIZENS CAN OFFER ASISSTANCE.

Since 1900, global life expectancy has
more than doubled. The United Nations
expect the share of people aged 60 and
above to increase to 21.5 percent by
2050. 100 years ago, this share was only
eight percent.
The absolute number of people aged 60
and above has increased from 202 million
in 1950 to 901 million in 2015, and is
expected to reach 2.1 billion in 2050.
There are also drastic regional differences.
According to numbers provided by the
World Health Organisation (WHO), the
population reached a global average age
of 72 in 2016, whilst Africa only reached
an average age of 61.2. Medical progress,
increasing prosperity, improved working
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BORN ON 9 JUNE 1914, FRITZ TASSO TUCHE, JENA,
THÜRINGEN, GERMANY

IN EUROPE, LIFE EXPECTANCY INCREASES BY
3 MONTHS EVERY YEAR.

and hygiene conditions, healthy diets
and low bodily wear are factors that are
responsible for people reaching old age.
AN ENVIRONMENT THAT MEETS THE NEEDS
OF SENIOR CITIZENS
As we grow older, our needs, abilities
and consumer behaviour change as well.
This is why consumer associations are
increasingly calling for a living environment
that meets the needs of senior citizens.
Packaging will also need to adapt more and
more to the needs of the older generation.
As eyesight decreases, it becomes more
and more difficult to read the small print
on packaging, price tags and patient
information leaflets. Older consumers can
also find it difficult to open packaging.
If even young people have difficulties
opening packaging, senior citizens will
find it almost impossible to access the
content without using accessories, such
as special opening aids. Some classic
examples of hard-to-open products are
cheese and meat packaging, blister packs
– which are often used for small technical
parts – cans with ring pulls as well as jars
with screw caps.
BIG IS BEST FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
And yet there are already numerous
solutions for senior citizen-friendly
convenience
packaging.
However,
implementing convenience packaging
usually involves a lot of effort and
additional costs. Besides this, every new
packaging development requires careful
consideration of factors such as hygiene,
child-proofing and protection against
manipulation. Which might explain why
some branded companies are hesitant

to implement such packaging, whilst
commercial enterprises, on the other
hand, have already made use of the
competitive advantage and increasingly
offer customer-friendly packaging that
benefits older people and at the same
time simplifies the handling for younger
people, as well. As a rule, we can say:
Larger packaging elements are easier for
senior citizens to open.

EVERY NEW PACKAGING DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES MANUFACTURERS
TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER PARAMETERS SUCH AS HYGIENE, CHILDPROOFING AND PROTECTION AGAINST MANIPULATION.

SO WHICH COUNTRY IS HOME TO THE
GREATEST NUMBER OF OLD PEOPLE IN THE
WORLD?
For a long time, Japan was considered
the country with the greatest number
of old people in the world. The share
of 64-year-olds is said to be 28 percent
in global comparison. Which is a bit
surprising, considering that the Japanese
language has a word for working oneself
to death. Karoshi primarily affects
younger people who work too much and
sleep too little. The Japanese state counts
around 200 cases per year and has now
passed an occupational safety law to
prevent overtime.
On the other hand, many people still
consider the Land of the Rising Sun
to be the country with the highest life
expectancy. In 2018, about 70,000
centenarians lived there – most of them
are women and many of them live in the
provinces of Kanagawa and Okinawa.
Scientists have already taken a closer
look at these noteworthy statistics.
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Among other things, this resulted in what is known
as the Okinawa diet, which comprises a lot of
vegetables and soy products, fish and seafood,
rice and green tea. But scientists also believe that
physical activities, companionship, Shinrin Yoku or
“forest bathing” and hot baths like the traditional
Onsen steam bath are responsible for the many
centenarians. Japanese respondents believe that
another secret to long life lies in the way we eat. As
soon as we feel about 80 percent full, we should stop
eating – or, as the Japanese say: hara hachi bu.

S T OP EAT I NG
WHEN YOU ARE
80% FULL.

Regardless of whether the much-praised bitter melon
Goya is responsible for the islanders’ old age or if this
honour belongs to their high consumption of algae as
well as – who’d have thought – pork, life expectancy
in Japan has increased tremendously since the
recordings of 1963. Back then, the centenarians
numbered a mere 153 people.
Now, the small fishing village of Acciaroli in Italy has
entered the competition. People reach an extremely
old age here, as well. More than 300 residents are
over one hundred years old. The official number of
residents in this village on the Cilento Coast is 645.
Meaning the place in which Hemingway is believed
to have worked on his novel “The old man and the
sea” has a higher density of centenarians than even
Okinawa.
It is worth noting that the people here are hardly
affected by common civilisation diseases such as
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease or strokes, and instead
of their heart and kidney values being in a normal
range, they are surprisingly significantly worse.
Scientists believe that the South Italians did not show
complaints despite this due to the good blood supply
to their organs.

HARA HACHI BU, BORN ON 25 AUGUST 1916
MIYAGUI KAMI, OGIMI, OKINAWA, JAPAN
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MAKE LIFE EASY: SUITABLE PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS:
COLOURED MARKINGS TO INDICATE OPENINGS
ERGONOMIC OPENING AIDS ON LIDS INDICATE THE “PREDETERMINED FOLDING POINT”
CATTY-CORNER PULL RINGS INSTEAD OF RING PULLS
PRESSURE POINTS THAT CAN BE PRESSED IN
GRIP INDENTATIONS FOR FINGERS
PULL-OFF PERFORATED STRIPS ON CARDBOARD PACKAGING
PERFORATION THAT ALLOWS FOIL PACKAGING TO TWIST MORE EASILY
LOOP-SHAPED TABS ON THE LIDS OF FOLDING BOXES
DOSING CAPS THAT ALLOW USERS TO POUR OUT A PREDEFINED AMOUNT OF LIQUID
LIDS WITH WINGS
SCREW CAPS INSTEAD OF CROWN CAPS
INTEGRATED MAGNIFYING GLASSES
SCREW CAPS ON COFFEE PACKAGING
CLING FILM WITH INTEGRATED CUTTERS AND ROLLERS
GLASSES WITH LIDS THAT HAVE FLEXIBLE EDGES
SLIP LID BOXES WITH HIGH SIDES FOR AN EASIER GRIP
INJECTION SOLUTIONS IN PRE-MIXED PENS
PUSHPOP BAGS WITH OPENING POINTS
ONE-STEP OPENING PROCEDURES INSTEAD OF TWO-STEP SOLUTIONS

BORN ON 10 SEPTEMBER 1914
KIYO ARAGAI, SAPPORO, HOKKAIDO, JAPAN
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C H I N A

Chinese products now compete globally. In
the field of mobile communications, China
has long taken the lead. With the “Made
in China 2025” initiative, the country now
aims to become a global player in other
sectors, as well.
Some view the rise of the People’s Republic
of China as a challenge – currently, the
most substantial consequence is the
trade war between the old global power,
the USA, and this new global power, with
punitive tariffs, export restrictions and

IN TERMS OF INDUSTRIAL POLICIES AND TECHNOLOGY, CHINA IS NOW ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD, AND HAS SECURED ITS POSITION IN THE ECONOMIC POWER STRUCTURE
WITH HIGH INVESTMENTS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, ROBOTICS AND DIGITALISATION, AMONG
OTHERS. BECAUSE OF THIS, THEY UNDERSTANDABLY FACE RESISTANCE – AND NOT JUST IN THE USA.
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SOURCE: 4HTTP://WWW.SWOP-ONLINE.COM/EN/NEWS/INFO/963.HTML?MID=66, HTTPS://WWW.TECHNAVIO.COM/REPORT/FLEXIBLE-PACKAGING-MARKET-IN-CHINA-ANALYSIS-SHARE, SWOP CHECKIN
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CAGR*
PAPER AND
CARDBOARD PACKAGING
IN 2018

sanctions. Europe is caught in the middle.
The dragon teams up with AI, robotics
and digitalisation
Even though the trade policy dispute is
making international business extremely
difficult with and for China, the FMCG
packaging market, among others, offers
manufacturers of packaging materials and
products tremendous opportunities.
In the past years, China has invested
heavily in digitalisation, robotics and
artificial intelligence. In 2018, the
Chinese FMCG-B2B industry achieved
a total transaction volume of more than
20 trillion RMB, which equates to more
than 3.1 billion US dollars. By 2020, this
is expected to increase to around 391.6
billion Yuan (56.98 billion US dollars). The
popular accusation that China only makes
cheap, mass-produced goods and copies
foreign know-how increasingly seems to
be disappearing internationally.

* CAGR: Compound annual growth rate
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FOCAL POINTS AND SPECIAL AREAS
Thanks to the expansion in digital
technology, artificial intelligence and
environmental protection directives, new
market fields such as digital and green
printing and intelligent packaging are now
open to the Chinese printing industry. A
market that is expected to increase by
almost eight percent per year to more than
31 billion US dollars by the end of 2019.
SHANGHAI WORLD OF PACKAGING –
SWOP

SAVE FOOD @ SWOP
The high-profile SAVE FOOD initiative,
which drew a lot of interest at swop in
2017, now has a firmly established place
on the trade fair grounds in Shanghai.
The joint project of Messe Düsseldorf, the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
and the UN Environment programme
promotes innovative concepts and
technologies that counter global food
waste and loss and drives interdisciplinary
dialogues and discourse on the topic.

COMPONENTS @ SWOP
The “components for processing and
packaging” event reflects just how
important components are for the
process and packaging industry. This
event was established in 2014 at
interpack in Düsseldorf. In 2019, this
specialist event was held as part of swop
for the first time.
Shanghai World of Packaging (swop):
Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co. Ltd./
Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
23 to 25 November 2021

swop-online.com
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For the first time, swop presented the
new Smart Packaging area for intelligent
overall packaging solutions and associated
technological applications as well as
modern technologies for informationbased packaging in 2019.

TR

US

In Shanghai, exhibitors and visitors can
expect an extensive offer of innovative
packaging solutions and intelligent
production equipment from the food,
beverage, confectionery, baked goods,
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and care
products, non-food consumer goods and
industrial goods sectors. For the first time,
swop welcomed manufacturers of meat
products, raw foods, fruit and vegetables
as well as agricultural products in 2019.

Once again, swop teamed up with the
industry pioneer “Packaging Family” to
present the “FMCG Future Zone”. This
special show presents the latest packaging
materials, concepts and technologies
along with new products and product
designs for end use industries.

ON

The Shanghai World of Packaging (swop)
trade fair, which takes place every two
years, offers an extensive trading platform
for machine and material manufacturers
in the packaging segment and the related
process industry in the Asia-Pacific region.
As part of the interpack alliance, swop has
access to interpack’s global network and
resources. In 2019, this highly popular
specialist event increased its exhibition
space by 20 percent.

In accordance with global packaging
trends, the 2019 event was dedicated
to the following topics in five special
areas: artificial intelligence, printing
and labelling, e-commerce and logistic
packaging, personalised packaging and
packaging design.

INCREASE OF CONSUMER
EXPENDITURES IN CHINA
FROM 2015-2020

C O M P
O N E
N T S

Without packaging components, nothing would work –
or, at least, not as efficiently as with the help of modern
high-performance packaging machines. Fast-paced trade
demands flexible packaging systems. Fast flow rates demand
short reaction times as well, even when the product and
shape diversity is increasing. High-tech components from
the fields of drive, control and automation technology make
all this possible.
Sensors, image processing software and camera-controlled
robots that react independently and precisely to changes
in the working environment have become indispensable
in the modern era of packaging, and ensure that products
are clearly identifiable and undergo quality assurance. But
other components are also part of smart system solutions.
Intelligent bearings, for example.
Components in packaging machines, such as bearings, have
to withstand heavy loads and run around the clock. And you
can’t stop wear and tear. However, if packaging plants come
to a standstill during production, this can cause tremendous
problems. Therefore, manufacturers need to prevent
standstills in the first place. Intelligent bearings help us
do just that. They recognise threatening wear in good time,
notify users and thus make maintenance predictable.

PACKAGING MACHINES ARE BIG, MONUMENTAL AND SIMPLY
IMPRESSIVE. AT INTERPACK ALLIANCE TRADE FAIRS, THEY FILL
ENTIRE HALLS AND ATTRACT MASSES OF VISITORS. HOWEVER,
THE COMPONENTS THAT ALLOW THE MACHINES TO ACHIEVE
TOP PERFORMANCES IN THE FIRST PLACE OFTEN LARGELY GO
UNNOTICED. QUITE UNFAIRLY SO, WE THINK.
packaging-components.com

The meaning of components for the world of packaging and
processes is proven every three years at “components”, the
trade fair for the supplier industry for packaging and process
technology. The trade fair, which takes place alongside
interpack and is spread out across 2,300 square metres,
offers an appropriate platform for providers of drive, control
and sensor technology as well as providers of products
for industrial image processing, handling technologies,
industrial software and communications as well as of
complete automation systems for the packaging industry.

MADE IN
INDIA
WITH 1.3 BILLION INHABITANTS, INDIA IS AMONG THE MOST DENSELY
POPULATED COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD. CURRENTLY, IT RANKS SECOND
BEHIND CHINA, BUT IS EXPECTED TO MOVE UP TO FIRST PLACE IN THE
COMING YEARS.

The Taj Mahal – which translates to
“crown of palaces” – in Agra is one of
India’s main tourist attractions and its
landmark. The white marble mausoleum
was built by the Mogul emperor Shah
Jahan for his wife, the Persian princess
Arjuman Bano Begum, between 1631
and 1650 and is a Unesco World
Heritage Site. As the ravages of time
and increasing environmental pollution
are taking their toll on the gigantic, 74
metre high domed building, India is now
attempting to preserve the marble with
Fuller’s earth mud packs.
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HAWA MAHAL
HAWA MAHAL IS A CLASSIC SIGHTSEEING HOTSPOT. THE PALACE OF WINDS IS
SITUATED IN THE OLD QUARTER OF JAIPUR, KNOWN AS THE PINK CITY. THE PALACE’S
FACADE IS PARTICULARLY IMPRESSIVE, WITH A TOTAL OF 953 SMALL YET LAVISHLY
DECORATED LATTICE WINDOWS AND COUNTLESS JHAROKHA BALCONIES THAT ARE
TYPICAL IN INDIAN ARCHITECTURE. THESE BALCONIES WERE DESIGNED TO ALLOW
THE LADIES OF THE HAREM TO LOOK OUTSIDE WITHOUT BEING SEEN THEMSELVES.

At the same time, the land of the Ganges is home to
the fastest growing national economy within the G20
community and can look back on 20 years of stable
economic growth. In 2019, this had already reached
an impressive seven percent, and, according to
estimates by the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
is expected to continue to increase.
Thanks to fundamental economic reforms and
considerable financial means for developmental
initiatives and programmes in the private and public
sector, which were provided by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, the business climate in India has
improved considerably. Among other things, Modi
has opened up the country more to foreign investors,
introduced a uniform VAT, realigned license allocation
transactions in the commodities sector that were
prone to corruption and has enforced a restructuring
programme.
A COUNTRY OF OPPOSITES
Despite the positive economic perspectives, India is
characterised by drastic opposites, and will continue
to be. Extreme wealth meets extreme poverty.
On the one hand, booming centres with an increasing
number of billionaires have developed, among them
Mumbai, Delhi and Bangalore, whilst on the other,
millions of people live in poverty. Around 15 percent
of the population is considered malnourished.
This leads to a clear imbalance in the economy. The
growing and wealthy middle and upper classes, whose
income is increasing, are responsible for the majority
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of the gross domestic product, whilst more than 40
percent of the working population generate a mere
fifteen percent. Millions of Indians live on less than
the equivalent of 1.90 US dollars a day. But despite
the currently low income per capita, today India is
already the third or sixth largest economic power
in the world respectively (adjusted for purchasing
power/nominally).
LEADING AGRICULTURAL COUNTRY
India is considered the world’s second largest
agricultural producer, yet enormous amounts of
processable foods are lost on the way from the field to
retail because the country often lacks the necessary
requirements to professionally manufacture and
process foods. According to the Ministry of Food
Processing Industries (MOFPI), a third of the country’s
entire food production goes to waste. An approximate
mere ten percent of all household products are even
packaged in the first place.

Fort Amber is situated about ten kilometres north
of Jaipur and offers visitors an impressive view
of the valley. This mighty fort was constructed
in 1592 and is considered a jewel of the Rajput
school of architecture.

Elephants have a strong presence
in Indian culture. Numerous art
productions depict the pachyderms,
often in the shape of the god
Ganesha, who has the head of an
elephant
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THE BLUE CITY
THE TOWN AT THE EDGE OF THE THAR DESERT IN RAJASTHAN IS CALLED JODHPUR OR
THE “BLUE CITY”. THIS IS BECAUSE MOST OF THE HOUSES HERE HAVE BEEN PAINTED
LIGHT BLUE – ONCE A SIGN THAT THEY BELONGED TO THE BRAHMAN, THE HIGHEST
CASTE IN INDIA’S CASTE SYSTEM. NOWADAYS, PEOPLE BELONGING TO OTHER CASTES
PAINT THEIR HOUSES BLUE AS WELL. THE COLOUR SUPPOSEDLY PROTECTS AGAINST
MOSQUITOES. THE FORT IN JODHPUR IS SITUATED ABOVE THE CITY AND IS A SIGHT
WORTH SEEING. IT IS HOME TO PHOOL MAHAL, THE PALACE OF FLOWERS.

This requires expertise from outside of India. The
country lacks machine technology to produce food as
well as a packaging and food processing infrastructure
such as the implementation of cooling chains. Its high
market potential makes India particularly interesting
for the packaging sector and the associated process
industry.
Today, India is already considered the world’s third
largest market for packaged foods; in Asia, it ranks in
second place. By 2022, sales numbers for packaged
foods are expected to increase to 76 million tonnes,
according to market research company Euromonitor;
this is the equivalent of 61 percent.
The population’s progressing urbanisation and
the increasingly modern trade structures foster
the demand for efficiently packaged foods and
convenience solutions.
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MARKET POTENTIAL FOR THE PACKAGING AND PROCESS
INDUSTRY
The food industry isn’t the only one that has to adapt
production to the increasing demand for packaged
consumer goods and medicine. Other sectors are affected
as well. In order to stay competitive, India will increasingly
need high-tech solutions and functioning state-of-the-art
packaging and process technologies in future.
These are presented at the interpack alliance annual
trade fair events, which alternate between New Delhi and
Mumbai and have over 220 exhibitors. Since 2017, the
trade fair quartet that comprises the pacprocess India
and food pex India trade fairs, which all complement one
another, as well as the drink technology trade fair, which
takes place in parallel, has been the most important
meeting point for global players in the packaging and
process industry as well as in the beverage, dairy and
liquid food industry. The trade fair quartet combines all
competences under one roof and provides companies
with the ideal platform from which to expand their
position in the market and benefit directly from future
developments.
*2015-2020

PACPROCESS INDIA
FOOD PEX INDIA
DRINK TECHNOLOGY INDIA

NEW-DELHI
12 TO 14 DECEMBER 2019
interpackalliance.de/ppindia
foodpex-india.com

When eating in India, one
should only use one’s right
hand. In India, the left hand is
used for personal hygiene and is
therefore thought to be unclean.
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T R AV E L

03 Haji Ali Dargah

At first glance, it looks like a mirage, but it’s real: In Mumbai, the Haji Ali Dargah
mosque rises out of the water. The island is connected to the main land by a
dam that is about 200 metres long. Many believers consider this one of the most
beautiful mosques in India.

TIPS

INDIA

03

INDIA’S FASCINATION IS MORE THAN JUST SKIN
DEEP. THINKING ABOUT GOING TO INDIA FOR
A HOLIDAY QUICKLY CONJURES UP CLASSIC
POSTCARD IMAGES. BUT INDIA HAS ANOTHER
SIDE. FAR FROM THE LUXURY RESORTS AND THE
BREATHTAKINGLY BEAUTIFUL BEACHES, INDIA
CAN BE QUITE EXHAUSTING. FOR FIRST-TIME
VISITORS IN PARTICULAR, THE COUNTRY PROVIDES
MANY CHALLENGES. AT THE SAME TIME, IT
LEAVES YOU WITH DISTINCTIVE AND FASCINATING
IMPRESSIONS. IN THE FOLLOWING, WE PRESENT
SOME OF SIGHTS YOU JUST HAVE TO SEE.

01

01 Ganesh Chaturthi

02

One of the most significant festivities in Indian culture
celebrates the Indian elephant god, Ganesha. Every
year, Hindus around the world celebrate the birth of
the holy god from mid-August to mid-September.
Next date: Saturday, 22 August 2020.
02 Akshardham Temple

The world’s largest Hindu temple complex –
Akshardham Temple – has even made it into the
Guinness Book of Records. The building in New
Delhi is equipped with numerous fountains and
parks and has 234 ornate columns, nine domes, 20
galleries and 20,000 statues. As is often the case
in India, the temple was built using a combination
of red sandstone and white marble. The sandstone
represents the dedication to god, whilst the marble
stands for absolute purity and eternity.
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WHO ELSE WILL BE THERE?

W H A T ‘ S
N E X T ?

Check the interpack exhibitor database
to find out which companies await you
at interpack.
interpack.com/exhibitorsdb

LET’S GET STARTED
Why wait? Register for the interpack
newsletter today and avoid missing any
important information you might need
for your upcoming visit to the trade fair
– guaranteed.
interpack.com/il

WHAT’S IN AN APP?

CONNECTED 20.20
At interpack, we will be that bit more
connected in 2020. Thanks to our new
Matchmaking contact and cooperation
exchange, you can set up meetings in
the blink of an eye. Register here:
interpack.com/mma

All in one – the necessary information
on interpack and the worldwide
interpack alliance events at your
fingertips with the interpack app.
Download the app now:
interpack.com/ipapp
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PLAN YOUR TRIP
TICKETS 24/7
Don’t waste any time and get your
tickets for interpack online now. At the
interpack ticket shop, registration is
open around the clock and helps you
save time and money.
interpack.com/tickets

200,000 guests from around the
world will be travelling to interpack in
Düsseldorf, North Rhine-Westfalia’s state
capital. Which is why we recommend
booking early to ensure your travel and
accommodation are not just comfy, but
affordable as well. Contact our foreign
representatives for helpful tips to plan
your trip to Düsseldorf.
Travel:
interpack.com/arrival
Accommodation:
interpack.com/hotel

WARM UP

International contacts:
interpack.com/ir
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food pex/pacprocess New Delhi
12 to 14 December
Head over to India and double the experience. In 2019, these two interpack
alliance trade fairs focus on sustainability.
foodpex-india.com
pacprocess-india.com
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upakovka, Moscow
28 to 31 January
Worried you could be one of many?
At the Russian trade fair for processing
and packaging, you actually might be.
Meet over 25,000 other experts at this
trade fair.
So: Take your time.
upakovka-tradefair.com
For more information on the interpack
alliance portfolio, please visit:
interpackalliance.com
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